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We thank Dr Tripathy for his interest in our recent publication1 and the opportunity to discuss the 

results in more detail.  

The conversion of Snellen visual acuity to LogMAR presents a challenge when visual acuity is 

<20/400. Various authors have addressed this,2-4  and accurate conversion needs to take into 

consideration testing distance, contrast, and, in the case of count fingers, the size of the examiner’s 

hand.5 In the current study, subjects with visual acuity of count fingers or less were assessed at a 

distance of 30cm, and thus we have chosen to use the calculations of Lange et al at this distance for 

conversion.2 The visual acuity data showed a skewed distribution, and therefore, all values were 

reported as median and interquartile range to eliminate the distortion likely to occur with mean 

values. Cox regression analysis was performed for the categories of moderate and severe visual 

loss,5 again eliminating any distortion from the higher LogMAR values.  

We reported 42 subjects (13.8%) requiring second line immunosuppression during the course of 

their disease. A range of immunosuppressive agents were used, reflecting both changing practice 

patterns over the course of the study, and variation in the underlying systemic associations. The 

subject who underwent evisceration was a woman with relapsing polychondritis. She had count 

fingers vision due to complications of intermediate uveitis and subsequently developed necrotising 

scleritis and a perforation. Her systemic health was too poor for enucleation, and so she underwent 

evisceration at our centre.  
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